
 

 

  

   

Q1] Read the following passage. Answer the following questions :                                             

 

A . Coconut grows in hot countries like India. It grows in coastal areas. The tree has long leaves at 

the top . It has no branches. The leaves are used in hatching the huts . The spines of leaves are 

used to make brooms. 

A coconut is a big nut, it contains a sweet liquid, which is good for our health. Inside the nut 

there is a soft kernel which is very tasty. We get oil from the kernel. The coir on the hard shell is 

used to make ropes and mats. Coconut tree is one of the most useful trees. 

 

Answer the following questions - 

1) Where is the coconut tree found? 

Ans:_ Coconut trees are found in hot countries around coastal areas. 

2) Does the coconut tree have branches? 

Ans:   No, It has no branches 

3) How are the leaves of the coconut tree useful? 

Ans:_ The leaves are used in hatching the huts. The spines of leaves are used to make brooms. 

4)  Write the antonyms form? 

Ans:} Hot -  ____________________ b} Up-__________________ 

 

B .   In olden  days, transportation was the biggest problem. People used to travel on the backs of 

     animals or on vehicles drawn by animals such as bullocks, camels etc. 

With the advent of science and technology, the means of transport improved a lot. Engines run 

by diesel, petrol or electricity are being used  . We are familiar with land vehicles such as cars, 

buses, trucks, scooters, trains  etc. We  can reach London or America within 24 hours by using 

airplanes. With these inventions, there is no need to burden animals anymore. The modern 

means of transport are quick and time saving. 

Questions: 

1) What were the means of transport in the olden days? 

Ans:   In older days People used to travel on the backs of animals or on vehicles drawn by animals. 

2) Name some modern land vehicles. 

Ans: . Cars, buses, trucks are some modern land vehicles. 

3) .How can we reach distant places within hours? 

Ans: We can reach distant places within hours by using airplanes. 
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4)  What are the benefits of using modern means of transport? 

Ans: The modern means of transport are quick and time saving too.        

Q2]  Complete the line of “Train ” poem:                                                                                        

   Over _________________ 

   _____________________________ 

   _____________________________ 

 Q3] Choose the correct pronoun and fill in the blanks :                                                                

1) ______________ ( Me / I ) surprised every body. 

2) Your beg is heavy . let me help __________( your/ you ) 

 3) ________________( we / he ) knows Ria. 

4) Sita wants book . Give it to ________ (him / her )   

5)  I find this lesson difficult . Please teach ___________ ( my / me ) 

6) I like grammar . ____________ ( he / it ) is an interesting subject. 

Q4) Use and,  but , or  conjunction and Rewrite the sentence.                                                       

1)  It rained heavily. We enjoyed the trip   

Ans _________________________________________________________. 

2)  I love strawberry.I am allegoric to guava . 

Ans _________________________________________________________. 

3) Work hard .You will not score well   

Ans _________________________________________________________. 

4 ) Arjun is my friend. Arjun is my neighbour. 

Ans. _________________________________________________________. 

5) He works hard every day . He is happy . 

Ans. ________________________________________________________. 

Q5) Circle the interjections in this sentences                                                                                   

1) Shh ! Can you be quite for a moment ? 

2) Drat ! I step in to a puddle . 

3) Hi ! how are you . 

4) You look smart in this suit . Wow! 

Q6) Answer the following questions:      

1)  Where do the train runs ? 

Ans :   The train runs over the mountains , plain and rivers .       

2) What is dusk and dawn ?    .  

Ans: Dawn is the time when the first ray of the sun touches the earth in the morning. Dusk is the time when             

the  sun sets and the night again.                                                                         



 

 

3) What are the precious loads that trains carry ? 

Ans:  The trains carry passengers , parcel , letter etc. 

4) Why road is annoyed with the crow ? 

Ans :  The road is annoyed with the crow because crow is cawing continuously to wake up the road , but the      

crow is widely awake .. 

4 )  What is the vegetable man selling? 

Ans:  The vegetable man is selling peas , cauliflower , cabbage , potatoes , cucumbers, radish and carrot . 

5) Who is on the bicycle ? 

Ans : The news paper boy was on the bicycle . 

5)  Who is the ‘I’ in the poem “ Puppy and I “ ? 

Ans: I in the poem is child. 

6)  Where was man going ? 

Ans -  The man was going down to the village to get some hay . 

7)  Why did the child go with the puppy ? 

Ans -  The child go with puppy because ,puppy was going up the hill to roll and play , and child too wanted                       

            to play. 

Q7) Write Animals Sounds:                                                                                                               

1)   A Horse = __________________________. 

2)   A Cat = ____________________________.  

3)   A Cow = ___________________________ 

4)   A Sheep = ___________________________ 

5)   A Tiger = __________________________. 

2)   A Dog = ____________________________.  

3)   A Elephant = ___________________________ 

Q8) Word Meanings:                                                                                                                          

1) Met   -  found, gathered 

2) Softly  - politely  

3) Wake up -  get 

4) Freight   - goods transported in bulk by truck, train, ship, or aircraft.  

5) Dusk  -  darkness, night  

6) Dawn  - daylight, sunrise 

7) Hay       - dried grass 

8) Fine   - alright 

9) Plain   - flat land  

10) Passengers  -    travelers  

11) Quite    -  silent  

12) Wide   -  large 



 

 

 

Q9)  Write antonyms of:                                                                                                                  ] 

1) Dusk  X  Dawn  

2) Rush        X  delay 

3) fail  X  pass 

4) dark  X  light  

5) day  X   night 

6) some  X  more  

7) walk  X  run  

8) today  X  tomorrow 

9) carry X  leave 

10) hills  X   plain  

11) got   X   lost  

12) up  X  down 

Q10) Write the synonyms of:                                                                                                           

1) Asleep -  sleep 

2) Listen - hear  

3) Calling - the action or sound of calling  

4) Awake - alert, aware 

Q11)  Make sentences using the following words:                                                                           

Village   __________________________________. 

Hill        __________________________________. 

Bread    __________________________________. 

Hay      ___________________________________. 

Play       __________________________________. 

Talking   __________________________________. 

 

 


